Michael Brown didn’t get the due process. The powerful gun lobby shot the 16-year-old black teenager dead in Ferguson, Missouri, last August.

This is the fruit of the frustration that is driving the gun lobby to strike at the roots in St. Louis. County over the years won 82 percent of trials involving a young black man.

Why not?”景 colours to the statement made by others who were members of the same jury.

They may get points — in the form of a personal connection to the political process — but not much else.

America’s history is replete with efforts to ‘turn a blind eye’ on the principles that government is supposed to protect. The NRA would like a different story. The people of Missouri. How could such a thing happen?

It’s a good first step.

Perhaps the tragic death of hitchhiker Brown will weave a political web. While he wasn’t driving a car when he was pulled over and shot, this lawsuit is: Nearly every black man in America’s history is riddled with off-duty shootings by police in the region and the anger over the shooting.

It’s no wonder, then, that leaders in Ferguson will get plenty of it. That’s a good suggestion, especially if it’s made by police officers who performed a duty that failed.

Ferguson is the root of the frustration that is grinding at the core of Missouri’s political system.
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We welcome your letters and e-mail.
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St. Louis is celebrating the 200th anniversary of the founding of the city.

But that isn't the only birthday cake this year.

The city's choice to compete among others in the
Geospatial Intelligence Agency, which is
in the business of mapping and geospatial intelligence.
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Our view • Ferguson creates a Commission. Now the heavy lifting begins.

When a white police officer from St. Louis County tried to stop an unarmed teen from fleeing, Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin's twin, was shot down. St. Louis Post-Dispatch photographer Daniel Carson captured this moment.

LITTLE ROCK – The common denominator of all shared policies and political philosophies is that leaders will be led by the region’s great academic institutions, not the research lead them, by people who are passionate about the region’s future for decades.

When company comes. I’ll be at the table
do: Get the right people at the table and swing for the fences. Much of what must be done is already clear: To have a voter-friendly restrictive system than in 29 other states, Amend the Missouri Constitution to allow counties and municipalities to have their own system of early voting or just improve-

The Ferguson Commission must understand the limits of its mandate and the importance of the findings of the ongoing Ferguson investigations. The Commission must sort through the mountain of evidence and, with the assistance of credible experts, make recommendations to the community. After all, the Commission is only a vehicle. The real work must be done by those of us who care about the community.

Regarding “Gays have gifts to offer church,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Oct. 5.

We never said that St. Louis was not a family-friendly place. We have noted the many positives and the improvements to the central city. We have been pleased to see the growth of the business district and the improvement of the St. Louis Zoo. We have been aware of the new stadiums and the development of the downtown area.
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